“Our goal is to achive a secure future for all

commercial and civil construction in the UAE”

ABOUT US
Interlink Technology LLC is an ADMCC and Police approved
company specialized in ELV systems and major part of
infrastructure and security system for commercial andindustrial
business and organization located in Abu Dhabi U.A.E. We have
in-house capabilities and expertise to deliver the turnkey projects.
Our strategy is to provide the best services for customer satisfaction.
Interlink Technology provides highly innovative, professional, reliable
and cost-effective solutions in ELV system.
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NETWORK SYSTEM

For the best IT solutions in the UAE, get in touch with Interlink Technology.
We are a reputed name in the market and serve clients by providing I.T
related solutions. Aided by a team of professional employees, we
specialize in the area of networking and assist clients in boosting their
business by installing WAN, LAN, PAN, CAN, and DAN.

Interlink Technology is at the leading edge of Converged Wireless
Networks – an emerging technology that offers a broadband solution
that truly converges voice, data and Internet of Things (IoT).
WIRELESS SYSTEM

IT INFRASTRUCTURE

STRUCTURE CABLEING

Interlink Technology is engaged in providing structured cabling
solutions to clients. We have brought togetherteams of
award-winning professionals that understand the concept of
structured cabling for building the network solution. Our engineers
use standard methods for ensuring the acceptable system
performance from complex arrangements.

FIBER OPTIC SOLUTION

For the trusted ﬁber optic solution services in UAE, feel free to
approach Interlink Technology. We are a reputed organization in the
I.T ﬁrm and provide ﬁber optic solutions to clients. It is a system that
comprises ﬁber optic cable that carries signals from end to another
swiftly. Indeed, it is way faster than the usual copper cable as
copper makes the wire heavy to transfer signal instantly.
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CCTV SYSTEM

Interlink Technology is one the MCC approved company in Abu Dhabi,
UAE. Interlink Technology is agile and prompt in providing different types
of CCTV security and camera systems to its clients at affordable prices.
Engineered with precision, our CCTV Surveillance Systems are the
perfect choices for assuring the 24x7 security of the building premises.
The residential, commercial, and industrial sectors are making the best use
of our CCTV security services.

At Interlink Technology, you can buy different time attendance machines.
Apart from the impression scanner machine, we also provide the code-reader
machines. Such machines record the time attendance by reading a unique code
etched on the identity card carried by an employee.
TIME ATTENDANCE SYSTEM

INTRUDER ALARM SYSTEM

SECURITY SYSTEMS

ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

The security alarms are a modern-day requirement for security
purposes. Interlink Technology provides the best security solutions
to its clients. At us, you can purchase the right intruder alarm system
from a gamut of different security alarms available at us. Right from
the basic noisemaker to the advanced monitoring console, clients
approach us for buying different intruder alarm systems.

Access Control Systems are devices that are used for controlling
access to a limited number of people. Interlink Technology is the
one-stop destination that is the leading supplier of access
control systems. We have stocked different access control
systems that are widely purchased across the globe.
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AUTOMATION SYSTEM

For the best and smart home automation system, contact Interlink
Technology. Our team of learned professional engineers specializes
in designing and implementing different types of the automation
system. Based on the latest concept, our automation systems
reduce manual labor.

TELEPHONIC SYSTEM

Interlink Technology is a connoisseur in the telecommunication realm
of UAE and specializes in providing a telephonic system to clients. We
are aided by a staff of diligent professionals that work collectively for
the client and bring the ﬁnest quality telephonic systems based on the
latest technology. Interlink Technology holds expertise in providing
telephonic systems manufactured by Avaya, NEC and Panasonic.

AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEMS

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

Interlink Technology is an expert is providing systems for addressing
the public. The robust structure combined with the modern-day
technology makes our public address system a major choice in
the global market. The ampliﬁers, speakers, and microphones are
designed by professional engineers that incorporate the wiring
for enhancing the human voice.

VIDEO INTERCOM SYSTEM

Our IP Video clip Intercom System combines style with function using
true IP modern technology. The trendy intercom terminals, with high
resolution images, allow for contacting us to entryway as well as
display stations within our integrated IP communication system. This
permits swift system growth, with the adaptability to satisfy every
customer, whenever.
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OUR CLIENTS

OUR PARTNERS

OUR PARTNERS & CLIENTS
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LOCATION

Abu Dhabi, U.A.E, Electra Street
Al Rostamani Exchange Building
Ofﬁce : 103

TELEPHONE

+971 2 6740003
+971 2 6744403

MAIL

Sales@interlink-technology.com

WEBSITE

www.interlink-technology.com

OUR MISSION
Is to provide the best services, exceed customer satisfaction, and try
to keep up the excellent standard of IT Networking industry by providing
the best services and support at the minimum cost.

OUR VIISION

CONTACT & STATEMENT

Is to be the leader not only in Abu Dhabi but in all the parts of UAE in
products, services and solutions that enable and transform the way
customers and businesses gather, manage, distribute and communicate
information
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